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Built up box section is a doubly symmetrical section in which two C-channel connected 
at the flange using self-drilling screw. They are generally used in the construction 
industry to obtain higher rigidity, when a single section is not sufficient. Despite being 
widely used in the construction industry, there are limited studies on built-up box 
section. Moreover, the current design code does not provide clear design guideline for 
the calculation of built-up box section. Therefore, research on the built-up box section 
is important. This paper presents a finite element model to predict the compressive 
strength and simulate the behavior of cold-formed steel built-up box section. The finite 
element model was developed using ABAQUS CAE/6.14. Comparison of the finite 
element and experimental results showed good correlation. The model well predicted 
the behavior of the built-up box column. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Cold-formed steel structural members are generally used for individual structural framing 

members such as purlin, joist and studs, panels and decks (Yu 2010). However, due to increasing 

demand, cold-formed steel are often used to stretch over large span. The major issue with large 

span is the deflection, lateral stability and constructability. In order to obtain higher rigidity, built-

up section such as built-up box section is formed (Cheng & Schafer 2007). The built up box 

section used in this research is a doubly symmetrical section in which two C-channels are 

connected at the flanges using self-drilling screws (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Built-up box section. 

 

Finite element modeling has successfully been used in the past to predict the behavior of cold-

formed steel structures. Finite element model could simulate the buckling and compressive 
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strength of a cold-formed steel built-up column, provided that important parameters such as 

element type, mesh size, and surface contact of the finite element model are properly configured 

(Becque & Rasmussen 2009). In this research, finite element models were developed by using 

ABAQUS CAE/6.14. The finite element models were developed to simulate the compression test 

from the authors’ previous publication (Ting & Lau 2010). 

 

2 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

Thin walled members such as cold-formed steel are modeled by using shell type element. 

Quadrilateral shell element (S4R) was selected to develop the finite element model. S4R account 

for three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom at each node of the element. The 

influence of shear flexibility in laminated composite shell models was taken into consideration by 

these elements. The element provides more flexibility to model curved and straight geometry 

such as the corner of the C-channel column. 

In order to study the effect of the mesh size on the accuracy of the finite element analysis 

results, convergence study has been conducted. The mesh sizes modeled were 2mm, 5mm, 10mm 

and 15mm with total mesh number of 20700, 3780, 1125 and 570 respectively for a 450mm length 

column. Mesh size of 5mm × 5mm with a difference of 2.6% (with 2mm × 2mm as reference) is 

selected for the further analysis. 

The Young’s modulus of the steel is 20,500MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 is used to simulate 

the elasticity and plasticity properties of the cold-formed steel. The yield strength of the cold-

formed steel is 550.5MPa. The plastic behavior was analyzed by using Dynamic-Implicit method.  

In the compressive test, the stub column has flat-end condition and intermediate column under 

pinned-end condition. In the finite element analysis, the ends of the stub columns were fixed, 

except for the y-axis displacement at the top end of the column. The displacement was imposed on 

the top end of the column. For the pinned-end condition, the rotation at weak axis (y-axis) was 

released. The automatic incrimination was used with a time period of 1 second for stable load 

incrimination. 

In the compression test, the built-up box section was assembled together by using self-drilling 

screw. To simulate the fastener in the finite element analysis, discrete rigid 2mm thin strip was 

created to attach the outer flange and inner flange of the built-up box section, as shown in Figure 2 

below. Discrete rigid part was selected because there is no failure in the screw connection during 

the compression test. 

 
 

Figure 2. Screw connection in built-up box model. 

 

2mm thin 

strip 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1    Load Carrying Capacity 

Tables 1 and 2 show the comparison of test results to finite element results. Generally, the finite 

element model well predicts the compressive strength of the column. The test results for 

intermediate columns are higher than the finite element and design calculated results. This could 

be due to the end condition of the test specimens. The friction between ball bearing and the end 

plate causes the pinned-end condition to behave as partially fixed. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of load carrying capacity for stub columns. 

 

Specimens 
PTest 

(kN) 

PFE 

(kN) 
FE

Test

P

P
 

C75-450-1 57.54 

48.47 

1.17 

C75-450-2 55.50 1.12 

C75-450-3 54.20 1.12 

C75-450-4 57.74 1.19 

Mean 1.15 

B75-450-1 124.80 

131.34 

0.95 

B75-450-2 127.52 0.97 

B75-450-3 130.50 0.99 

B75-450-4 129.70 0.99 

Mean 0.98 

 
Table 2. Comparison of load carrying capacity for intermediate columns. 

 

Specimens 
PTest 

(kN) 

PFE 

(kN) 
FE

Test

P

P
 

C75-1500-1 39.00 

36.68 

1.06 

C75-1500-2 40.50 1.10 

C75-1500-3 42.00 1.15 

C75-1500-4 45.50 1.24 

Mean 1.14 

B75-1500-1 84.00 

76.89 

1.09 

B75-1500-2 81.00 1.05 

B75-1500-3 92.00 1.20 

B75-1500-4 91.00 1.18 

Mean 1.13 

 

3.2    Buckling Behavior 

The buckling behavior of stub columns is as shown in Figure 3. From observation, local buckling 

at web occurred as an initial buckling mode for the stub columns. Later, the flanges deflected 
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when load was close to the ultimate load. After that, deflection in web and flanges increased and 

accompanied by a sudden drop in load when the specimen failed. The location of maximum 

deflection occurs near the mid-length of the column.  

 

               
C75-450                                 B75-450 

 

Figure 3. Failure mode of FE models and tested specimens of stub columns. 

 

Figure 4 shows the buckling behavior of intermediate columns. At the initial stage of the 

compression test, the intermediate columns shows local buckling at web and then distortional 

buckling at the flanges. Significant global buckling only occurred after reaching the maximum 

load. This is because the high friction between the ball bearing and the end plates at both ends of 

the column restricted the rotation. 

 

     
  C75-1500                  B75-1500 

 

Figure 4. Failure mode of FE models and tested specimens of intermediate columns. 
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4 CONCLUSION 

A finite element model was developed using ABAQUS CAE/6.14 to study the load carrying 

capacity and buckling behavior of boxed built-up stub column. The model was verified against 

previously published experimental results. Test data of eight C-channel and eight boxed built-

up columns also show that the failure of stub columns was resulted from local and distortional 

buckling. Similar failure mode was observed during the tests with maximum deformation 

occurred near the mid height of the columns. Predictions correlate well with the test results. 
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